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1) The incident ray, the 
normal, and the 
reflected ray all lie in 
the same plane.
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Where v1/ v2  is the relative index of 
refraction of medium 2 with respect to 
medium 1:
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Total internal refraction can 
only occurs when light 
travels from a denser 
medium to a rarer medium: 
n1n2
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An optical fiber is a thin fiber of 
glass or plastic that can carry light 
from one end to the other
                   1) no significant energy losses 
                       2) total internal reflection
                       3) used in medical imaging in 
                                            bronchoscopes, 
                                            endoscopes, 
                                            laparoscopes.
 .



The most common kinds of 
microscope are 
optical microscope, 
electron microscope, 
scanning probe microscope (atomic 
force microscope).
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L is a tube length, the distance from a focus Fo to a focus Fe.
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22.1 where u is the semi-angle of the cone 

of rays collected by the objective, l is 
wavelength. The product n and sinu 
is called the numerical aperture (NA)

To decrease the resolving limit we can: 
1) decrease  l (UV and electron microscopy)
2) increase NA (immersion systems)
3) focus on a very thin layer (confocal microscopy)
4) reject lenses (ptychography)
5) use the fluorescent dyes and specificity of their response to 
excitation (fluorescence microscopy of super-resolution )



A fluorophore (or fluorochrome) is 
a fluorescent chemical compound 
that can reemit light upon light 
excitation. 

Green fluorescent protein (GFP)  is the 
protein first isolated from the jellyfish 
Aequorea victoria that exhibits bright green 
fluorescence when exposed to light in the 
blue to ultraviolet range.

Qdots of the size of 10-20nm diameter are made up of a 
semiconductor core,  shell of zinc sulphide, polymer coating 
and a layer of biomolecules-fluoriphores. 

Quantum dots



Confocal laser scanning microscopy 
(CLSM)  is an optical imaging 
technique for increasing optical 
resolution and contrast of a 
micrograph by means of using a 
spatial pinhole to block out-of-focus 
light in image formation and allowing 
three-dimensional reconstructions of 
topologically complex objects.



There are two major groups of methods for functional super-
resolution light microscopy:

Deterministic super-resolution: The most commonly used emitters in 
biological microscopy, fluorophores, show a nonlinear response to 
excitation, and this nonlinear response can be exploited to enhance 
resolution. These methods include STED, GSD, RESOLFT and SSIM.

Stochastic super-resolution: The chemical complexity of many 
molecular light sources gives them a complex temporal behavior, 
which can be used to make several close-by fluorophores emit light at 
separate times and thereby become resolvable in time. These 
methods include Super-resolution optical fluctuation imaging (SOFI) 
and all single-molecule localization methods (SMLM) such 
as SPDM, SPDMphymod, PALM, FPALM, STORM and dSTORM.

On October 8, 2014, the Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded 
to Eric Betzig, W.E. Moerner and Stefan Hell for "the development of 
super-resolved fluorescence microscopy," which brings "optical 
microscopy into the nanodimension".



The basis of STED microscopy is the 
coupling of the excitation laser with 
the STED depletion laser, resulting in 
the doughnut-shaped depletion. The 
two perfectly aligned laser systems 
minimize the size of the fluorescence 
spot, overcoming the resolution-
limiting effects of diffraction.

With the STED system, subcellular 
details below 80 nm can be 
visualized. 
In figure, vimentin and clathrin were 
visualized by immunohistological co-
staining. The image on the left was 
prepared using a confocal 
microscope, while that on the right 
was produced using a STED 
microscope.

Principle of STED microscopy.
Illustration of a 200 nm excitation 
spot of a classical confocal 
microscope (A) or the downsized 
emitting spot (~75 nm) created by a 
STED microscope (B, inner ring). The 
spheres represent individual dye 
molecules in fluorescent (green) or 
"off" mode (black).



Electron microscopes uses electrons 
instead of photons, because electrons 
have a much shorter wavelength than 
photons and so allows you to observe 
matter with atomic resolution.
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Electron beams



1) Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) that scans an electron beam over 
the surface of an object and measures how many electrons are scattered 
back.
2) Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) that shoots electrons through 
the sample and measures how the electron beam changes because it is 
scattered in the sample. 

Mast cell

Erythrocytes
like dumbbells

Human 
mesenchymal 
stem cell



 de Boer, Nature methods, 2015



The atomic force microscope (AFM) or 
scanning force microscope (SFM) scans 
the object surface with very sharp tip to 
produce 3D-image of surface.
AFM allows to study both geometrical and 
mechanical properties of objects.



The AFM probes the sample surface with a sharp tip 
(cantilever).  

Forces between the tip and the surface cause the 
cantilever to bend or deflect. 



erythrocytesneutrophil



IgG antibody molecule. Ido, 2014

Nuclear pore complexes
Sakiyama, 2016



Type Magnifi-
cation

Image 
dimen-
sion

Probe Mechanism

Optical 
microscope

1000 2D Light Based on wave 
properties: 
diffraction, 
deflection, 
scattering

Electron 
microscope 

100000 2D Electron 
beam

Scanning 
probe 
microscope 
(AFM)

1000000


3D Very sharp 
tip 

Based on force 
interaction 
between tip and 
sample surface
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The human eye is 
able to detect from 
about 390 to 780 
nanometers, 
defining the visual 
spectrum. 

Cones (red, green and blue) are about 5% of the retinal cells
Rods are responsible for twilight vision

Photosensitive enzymes are 
rhodopsin and iodopsin
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Wavefront represents a surface of identical phase





a) If 021 == ff  and AAA == 21 , therefore:
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k is the spatial angular frequency (wavenumber) of the wave, 
k=2/l.



b) If 
o01 =f o1802 =f  and AAA == 21

therefore
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lq md =sin

where d sinq is a path length difference, m is 
the order of spectrum.

( )
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Incident wave

Diffracted wave

Opening Screen

Diffraction by single slit 



The diffraction pattern 
of a circular aperture. 
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Incident wave Diffracted wave

Diffraction grating

lq md =sin
m = 0,1,2,… 

Condition for the formation 
of a bright fringe 
(diffraction maximum)
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E Representation of 
a polarized light by 
diagrammatically, where
E is the projection of vibration
of electric vector to plane XOY
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Light polarization is a process of thrans-
forming unpolarized light into polarized 
one.







Intensity of the transmitted light depends upon the 
angle q  between  the polarization axis of polarizer Ep 
and the polarization axis of analyzer Ea. 

Ep EaE E
Ep
Ea
E
q =0

When an angle q =0 the transmitted 
light intensity I  is maximum and an analyser is 

parallel to a polarizer.  



Ep
EaE

Ep, E

Ea

q 
=90

When an angle q =90 the transmitted light 
intensity I is zero. 

§ Position, when an analyser is crossed with a 
polarizer  is called the extinction position. 



Intensity of transmitted light is:

I=I0 cos2q, 

where: 

I is an intensity of transmitted light after 
analyzer, 

I0 is an intensity of polarized light before 
analyzer,

q is angle between the polarization axises 
of polarizer and analyzer  









Iceland Spar crystal



Substances which rotates the plane of polarized 
light when passed through them are called optically 
active substances.



n For optically active solutions a rotation angle  is:

LcT ),( l =
where (T,l) is a for a particular wavelength l 
and temperature T, L is an optical path length through the solution 
and c is a concentration. The optical 

rotation can be 
measured 
using a 

Polarimetry is 
used for the 
quantitative 
analysis of 
solutions 
(composition 
and 
concentration)


